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Traffic conflict techniques are a viable alternative to crash-based safety assessments and are
particularly well suited to evaluating emerging technologies such as connected and automated
vehicles for which crash data are sparsely available. Recently, the use of multiple traffic conflict
indicators has become common in methodological studies, yet it is often difficult to determine
which conflict indicators are appropriate given the application context, and the net benefit, in
terms of improved crash prediction accuracy, of considering additional conflict indicators.
Addressing these concerns, this study investigates the potential benefits of multiple conflict in
dicators for conflict-based crash estimation models by using a multivariate extreme value
modeling framework (with Gumbel-Hougaard copulas) to estimate crash frequency by severity.
The selected conflict indicators include Modified Time-To-Collision (MTTC), Deceleration Rate to
Avoid a Collision (DRAC), Proportion of Stopping Distance (PSD) and expected post-collision
change in velocity (Delta-V). The proposed framework was applied to estimate the total, severe
(Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale ≥ 3; MAIS3+), and non-severe (MAIS < 3) rear-end crash
frequencies at three four-legged signalized intersections in Brisbane, Australia. Rear-end traffic
conflicts were extracted from video data using state-of-the-art Computer Vision analytics. Results
show that the prediction performance improvements are not necessarily proportional to the
number of conflict indicators used in extreme value models. MTTC and DRAC, combined with the
severity indicator Delta-V, were the most suitable predictors of rear-end crashes at signalized
intersections. Results suggest that instead of adding more and more conflict indicators, careful
selection of compatible conflict indicators (considering their functional differences and empirical
correlations) is the best way to enhance the predictive performance of conflict-based models.
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1. Introduction
Emerging technologies such as Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAV) require real-time crash-risk estimation to safely ma
neuver through their surroundings (Liu et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2018). Infrastructure-based intelligent transport system (ITS) tech
nologies such as adaptive traffic signal control (Essa and Sayed, 2020; Jin et al., 2021) require real-time safety-related information to
enable joint optimization of traffic signal timing for both safety and delay minimization. Legacy safety evaluation methods based on
historical crash data are largely unsuitable for such applications due to the need for immediate information to undertake risk miti
gation actions in real-time. Moreover, for novel technologies such as Active Vehicle Safety Systems (AVSS), the small number of
observed crashes involving such technologies make traditional crash-based analyses problematic (Jeong and Oh, 2017). Thus, traffic
conflict-based safety analysis is an attractive alternative to evaluate the safety-related impacts of novel technologies.
A critical element in the safety assessment of emerging technologies relates to the ability to interpret the traffic environment to
account for the various safety threats and risks that dynamically arise with the interaction of various types of road users. Traffic conflict
indicators such as Modified Time-to-Collision (MTTC) are valuable measures of crash risk in real-time (Zheng and Sayed, 2020).
However, due to the variability in the types of road users and transport facilities, it is unreasonable to expect a single traffic conflict
indicator to capture all safety-relevant information (Ismail et al., 2011, Arun et al., 2021c). In response to this, there has been a
growing trend to include multiple conflict indicators in conflict-based analysis.
Further, it is also uncertain how using multiple conflict indicators actually affects the measurement of crash risk. It is necessary to
investigate the relationship between the various conflict indicators and the actual crash probability to ensure that the observed
conflicts adequately capture the risk profile of the interaction between two road users (or a road user and a fixed object). In the absence
of such a relationship, the use of multiple conflict indicators is fraught with risks. It is possible that the various indicators have as
sociations with crash probability such that using them together may actually adversely affect the accuracy of conflict analysis. For
instance, Zheng et al. (2019a) showed that using Post-Encroachment Time (PET) together with Deceleration Rate to Avoid a Crash
(DRAC) for video analytics-based safety assessments of intersections could introduce significant errors due to the dependence of these
two indicators. Therefore, investigating crash-conflict relationships in the case of multiple conflict indicators is crucial.
Extreme value theory (EVT) models provide an attractive, theoretically consistent methodology to estimate crash risk from conflict
indicators (Zheng et al., 2021) and assess the potential benefits of including additional indicators. The EVT modelling technique
predicts an unobserved quantity, the crash occurrence probability, by modelling the tail distribution of observed extreme conflicts. The
crash probability can then be suitably scaled to estimate the crash frequency for any required horizon period. In previous research,
Asljung et al. (2017) used EVT to estimate vehicle level safety for autonomous vehicles using prevalent conflict indicators like Time-toCollision (TTC) and Brake Threat Number (BTN). Zheng and Sayed (2020) demonstrated real-time rear-end crash risk prediction using
the Modified Time-to-Collision (MTTC) indicator in an EVT model. Fu et al. (2021) extended the method by introducing a hierarchical
extreme value method to estimate the crash risk of rear-end and side-swipe conflicts with a single TTC indicator. Among other possible
applications relating to emerging technologies, most significantly, their models can be implemented for enhanced remote safety
monitoring of transport facilities such as signalized intersections using closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras, which is a common
component of advanced traffic management systems.
While the above studies were based on the univariate (one conflict indicator) implementation of the extreme value theory,
multivariate extreme value methods (using multiple indicators) have been undertaken to improve the accuracy of crash-risk pre
dictions. For example, Zheng et al. (2018) introduced bivariate extreme value modelling for total crash frequency estimation at
freeway merging areas by employing Post-encroachment Time (PET) and Length Proportion of Merging (LPM) indicators. Since then,
several studies (Cavadas et al., 2020; Gastaldi et al., 2020; Zheng and Sayed, 2019c) have implemented bivariate extreme value models
for estimating total crash frequency at various transport facilities such as intersections, roundabouts, and two-lane road segments.
Recently, Fu et al. (2020) and Fu and Sayed (2021b) introduced Bayesian hierarchical methods for multivariate estimation of total
crash frequency at signalized intersections using three indicators; Modified Time-to-Collision (MTTC), Post-encroachment Time (PET),
and Deceleration Rate to Avoid Collision (DRAC). They parameterized the location and modified scale parameters of the marginal
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) models as functions of traffic signal cycle-level variables including traffic volume, shockwave area,
and platoon ratio to account for temporal trends present in the conflict data. Notably, both the studies found that the higherdimensional trivariate models outperformed the more parsimonious bivariate models in terms of prediction accuracy, although the
bivariate MTTC and PET and the bivariate MTTC and DRAC models also provided reasonably accurate results. Fu and Sayed (2021b)
further noted that the multivariate estimation using a copula modeling method slightly outperformed the multivariate EVT estimation
method introduced in their earlier study (Fu et al., 2020), which they reasoned was due to the additional dependence information of
conflict indicators captured by the copula models.
The trend toward including multiple conflict measures raises an important question; how many conflict indicators should be
included in extreme value models to estimate crash frequencies adequately? While this is likely to be data and application-context
dependent, higher-dimensional conflict data does increase modeling complexity, and the potential benefits of this additional
dimensionality have not been empirically explored. Thus, the question is whether there are significant benefits from the increasingly
complex trivariate and higher dimensional extreme value models and whether there is a number or combination of conflict indicators
for a given context, beyond which further improvements in the accuracy and precision of crash estimates cannot be expected from
extreme value models. Thus far, this question has not been adequately investigated in conflict-based safety assessment.
Another element in the conflict-based multivariate extreme value crash estimation framework that has not been adequately
investigated is crash-injury severity. The capability of estimating crash frequencies by injury severity is an essential element of safety
evaluation that can significantly improve the efficacy of potential crash countermeasures. To date, only a few studies have tried to
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estimate the severity of potential crashes using traffic conflict measures (for a detailed review, see Arun et al., 2021c). However, their
attempts to capture the possible severity of a traffic conflict do not represent crash outcome injury severity as it is widely understood.
For instance, recently, Shangguan et al. (2021) introduced Rear-end Collision Risk Index (RCRI) that uses the square of the absolute
speed difference of conflicting vehicles as an indicator of crash severity. However, they do not explore the relationship of that indicator
with the actual crash injury outcome, which is typically measured in terms of prevalent severity scales such as the Abbreviated Injury
Scale (AIS). As such, the applicability of such new indicators for practical crash risk estimation is limited.
In a recent study, Arun et al. (2021a) utilized the established relationship of the Delta-V crash severity conflict indicator with the
actual crash outcome severity measured according to the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (MAIS) (Bahouth et al., 2014) to estimate
crash frequency-by-severity levels by combining Delta-V with crash frequency indicators (TTC and MTTC) in bivariate extreme value
models. However, the prediction intervals of the estimated crash frequencies were somewhat wide, which could be attributed to the
exclusion of other relevant conflict indicators that capture different dimensions of nearness to collisions. As such, it is important to
determine which conflict indicators are suitable in a crash frequency-by-severity multivariate estimation framework.
Given the above research gaps, the current study intends to investigate the effectiveness of multiple conflict indicators for crash
frequency-by-severity estimation. In particular, the study proposes a novel framework combining extreme value and copula theories to
estimate total crash frequency as well as crash frequency-by-severity of rear-end crashes at signalized intersections using multiple
conflict indicators extracted from automated traffic conflict analysis. This study utilized a maximum of three crash frequency in
dicators and one crash severity indicator in a multivariate framework to test the appropriateness of these indicators and to identify the
best combination of traffic conflict indicators in estimating crash frequencies for the data considered.
The paper first presents the methodology for selecting candidate conflict indicators and the proposed novel modeling approaches
for the multivariate extreme value estimation of crash frequency-by-severity. It is followed by a section providing details of the traffic
conflict extraction method from video data and a summary of the extracted data. Model estimation results are then presented and
discussed, including interpretations of the critical findings. The paper concludes by highlighting the important contributions and
identifying the crucial directions for future research.
2. Methodology
Fig. 1 gives the overall methodological approach of this study, describing the complete analytical process starting from observing
road user movements through video cameras, then extracting road user trajectories, followed by identification of traffic conflicts
between two road users based on a time-to-collision criterion, joint distribution modelling of multiple conflict indicators using Extreme
Value Copulas, and finally yielding the crash frequency-by-severity estimates. The different elements of this framework and the
modelling methods are explained in detail in the following subsections.

Fig. 1. The proposed Extreme Value Copula modeling framework for multivariate crash frequency-by-severity estimation.
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2.1. Selection of conflict indicators
Conflict indicators seek to determine how close a conflict is to evolving into a crash and the probable injury-severity outcome of
that potential crash. Accordingly, conflict indicators can be divided into two major classes: crash frequency and crash severity in
dicators. Among crash frequency indicators, the five major families are temporal proximity, spatial proximity, kinematic, mixed, and
combinations of indicators categorized based on the conflict properties measured by the indicators (Arun et al., 2021c). For instance,
while temporal proximity indicators define the physical nearness of conflict participants in time, the spatial proximity indicators
measure the separation between the conflict participants in physical space. In contrast, the kinematic indicators typically measure the
kinematic properties that govern the response of one or more conflicting participants to the emerging conflict. Combining comple
mentary indicators from these families can account for all three elements of a road safety problem: the driver, the vehicle, and the road.
The temporal proximity indicators reflect the perception-reaction failure of the road user in a conflict. If the value of a temporal
proximity indicator is less than the reaction time of the road user, there is a higher probability of crash occurrence. The spatial
proximity indicators measure the nearness of road users in space and account for the varying pavement surface characteristics that can
affect the outcome of a conflict. In contrast, the kinematic indicators define the limit of mechanical capabilities of a vehicle in a traffic
interaction. Thus, in case of a conflict, even if a road user perceives and reacts early, meaning that the temporal proximity is greater
than the limit defined by their response time, a crash could still occur if the required deceleration rate for avoiding a crash is higher
than the maximum available deceleration rate (MADR) for the vehicle. Thus, using multiple indicators can capture the different di
mensions of the crash mechanism and improve the underlying relationship between crashes and conflicts.
The current study will focus on rear-end collisions at signalized intersections (additional details of the study environment is
provided later). Given this context, after conducting an extensive literature review (Arun et al., 2021c) and building upon the recent
research findings, this study selected Modified Time to Collision (MTTC) as the temporal proximity, Proportion of Stopping Distance
(PSD) as the spatial proximity, and Deceleration Rate to Avoid Collision (DRAC) kinematic indicators (Fig. 2). These three indicators
are used for crash frequency estimations. In addition, Delta-V has been selected as an indicator for estimating crash injury severity in
the forthcoming multivariate extreme value model. It is important to note here that it is recognized that Delta-V is only an approxi
mation of the complex energy transfer that occurs during a crash and ultimately determines injury severity. Factors such as individual
vehicle structures, biomechanics of crash participants, etc., all influence the resultant injury severity. In traditional injury-severity
analyses, based on observed crashes, such factors are handled with information on the characteristics of vehicles and drivers, as
well as potential unobserved heterogeneity (Mannering et al., 2016). Since such detailed data are not currently available from existing
real-time data-collection sources, it is recognized that this matter could impact the forthcoming severity findings. Access to richer data
in the future (from vehicle-infrastructure communications, etc.) could resolve this matter within the modeling framework proposed
herein.
For temporal proximity, MTTC was selected instead of the more prevalent time-to-collision (TTC) because it is a more suitable
indicator than the latter for rear-end crashes at signalized intersections (Zheng and Sayed, 2019b). Further, a recent study suggested

Fig. 2. Selection method of conflict indicators for multivariate analysis.
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that MTTC is a more suitable indicator than TTC for jointly estimating crash frequency and severity using traffic conflicts (Arun et al.,
2021a). The advantage of selecting PSD from the possible spatial proximity indicators is that it has a natural conflict threshold of 1
(with a PSD less than 1 indicating that the traffic interaction can be labelled as a conflict). PSD further accounts for the effect of
pavement surface characteristics by specifically including a variable corresponding to the friction coefficient of the road surface in its
specification, which is typically not considered in other conflict indicators. Shi et al. (2018) compared the performance of the most
popular spatial proximity measures, PSD and Potential Index for Collision with Urgent Deceleration (PICUD), for identifying the key
risk indicators along with the temporal indicators like time-integrated TTC and a crash potential index derived from DRAC. They found
that PSD was the better spatial proximity indicator and especially useful in detecting conditions with small crash probabilities. Fu et al.
(2020) recently found that a trivariate extreme value theory model including MTTC and DRAC along with Post-encroachment Time
(PET) was more accurate than bivariate models. Moreover, previous studies have shown that DRAC, in combination with the maximum
available deceleration rate of the vehicles, is a particularly good indicator of rear-end crash risk (He et al., 2018, Shi et al., 2018, Fu and
Sayed, 2021a). Based on these findings and other past work, the current study adopted DRAC as the kinematic indicator. The formulas
for the three selected indicators are,
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
)̅
(
− Δs ± Δs2 + 2Δa xl − xf − Dl
MTTC =
Δa
Δs2
)
DRAC = (
2 xl − xf − Dl
(
and, PSD =

xl − xf − Dl
( )

)
(1)

v2f
2μg

where, xl and xf are the respective positions of the front bumpers of the leading and the following vehicles at the time of observation; Dl
is the length of the leading vehicle; vl and vf are the respective speeds of the leading and following vehicles at the time of observation;al
and af are the respective accelerations of the leading and following vehicles at the time of observation; Δs = vf − vl is the difference in
the speeds of the vehicles; Δa = af − al is the difference in their accelerations; μ is the friction coefficient of the road surface, and g is the
acceleration due to gravity. Based on Guido et al. (2011), μ was assumed to be 0.4, while g = 9.81m/s2 .
Delta-V is the most popular crash severity indicator and was demonstrated as a viable indicator for crash frequency-by-severity
estimation by Arun et al. (2021a). Delta-V is defined as the change in vehicle velocity resulting from a collision (assumed to be
perfectly inelastic) (Shelby, 2011) and is appropriately adopted as the severity indicator in this study. As per Laureshyn et al. (2017),
the absolute value of Delta-V for two road users (i, j; i and j are interchangeable) involved in a perfectly inelastic collision is given as:
mj √̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Δvi =
v2i + v2j − 2vi vj cosθ
mj + mi
Δvj =

mi √̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
v2i + v2j − 2vi vj cosθ
mj + mi

(2)

Fig. 3. The aspects of a hypothetical collision event captured by the conflict measures selected in this study.
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where, mi , mj are the masses of the two road users; vi , vj are their speeds, and θ is their approach angle. The severity of the entire
interaction can be taken as the larger of Δvi and Δvj .
The indicators selected in this study are supposed to capture distinct characteristics of a traffic conflict event as illustrated in Fig. 3,
which presents a traffic interaction at an instant t between a leader-follower vehicle pair that hypothetically collide at a collision point
distant df from the follower (or dl from the leader). Here, MTTC is the current separation in time of the follower from this hypothetical
collision point, if both the leader and follower vehicles will continue moving onward with the same amount of acceleration/decel
eration that they have at the current time t. PSD measures the distance of the follower from the hypothetical collision point, but this
distance is relative to the distance that the follower can cover if it starts braking at the maximum possible deceleration rate from the
current time t. Thus, PSD is a simpler conflict indicator because it does not account for the actions taken by the leader vehicle. It also
does not consider any possible deceleration already initiated by the follower anticipating a possible collision with the leader,
depending on the risk affinity of the driver. However, it does account for the tire-pavement interaction of the following vehicle that can
also affect the possible crash outcome. Meanwhile, DRAC provides the objective deceleration value that the follower must apply at the
current instant t to avoid colliding with the leader at the predicted collision point. Finally, Delta-V is distinct from all these indicators as
it analyzes the aftermath of the hypothetical collision. Objectively, it provides the difference in the velocities of the collided mangled
mass of the two vehicles that are assumed to stick and travel together in a perfectly inelastic collision and the hypothetical impact
velocities of the individual vehicles. These hypothetical impact velocities of the vehicles are assumed to be the same as those at the
current instant t. Notice the use of velocities in the definition of Delta-V because it accounts for the directions of the individual velocity
vectors in addition to their magnitudes (vehicle speeds).
2.2. Multivariate extreme value theory
Extreme Value Theory (EVT) consists of methods that essentially model the tail distribution of the conflict measures and extrap
olate the information from the observed data (conflicts) to estimate the unobserved levels (crashes). Multivariate extreme value theory
leverages copula theory that enables modelling of the dependence among the variables distinctly from the univariate margins (Nelsen,
2007), thus allowing for the inclusion of more than one variable in the estimation. The margins can be estimated using either of the two
popular approaches: the Block Maxima (BM) approach and the Peak-Over Threshold (POT) approach. In the block maxima approach,
the extreme values are defined as the maximum occurring within a block of time like an hour or a year and are modelled using
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. In the peak-over threshold approach, the extreme values are defined as the excesses
over a predefined threshold and are modelled using the Generalized Pareto (GP) distribution. The block maxima approach can suffer
from inefficient data utilization since only one extreme value is analyzed in a block of time, which may not even be a truly extreme
value (Coles, 2001). Thus, this study adopted the peak-over threshold approach, explained for the univariate and the multivariate cases
below.
2.3. Univariate peak-over threshold model
Let {x1 , x2 ⋯xn } be a set of independent random observations with the unknown cumulative distribution function F(z) = Pr(xi ≤ z),
i = 1⋯n. The tail of the distribution (the extreme values) can be defined as the threshold exceedances xu = xi > u over a threshold u. If
the threshold u is “large” enough, the tail distribution can be approximated by generalized Pareto distribution given by
[
(x − u) ]− 1ξ
i
y= 1+ξ
; i = 1, ⋯, n

(3)

σ

where, σ ∈ (0, ∞) and ξ ∈ ( − ∞, ∞) are the scale and shape parameters, respectively, of the generalized Pareto distribution.
2.4. Multivariate peak-over threshold model
Multivariate peak-over threshold makes use of Sklar’s theorem that describes the relationship between multivariate distribution
functions and their univariate margins (Sklar, 1959). Mathematically, it expresses that for a d-dimensional joint distribution function F
with margins F1 (w1 ), ⋯, Fd (wd ) where Fj are continuous, there exists a unique d-dimensional copula function C with uniform margins
on (0,1) such that
(4)

F(x) = C[F1 (w1 ), ⋯, Fd (wd ) ], x = {x1 > w1 , ⋯, xd > wd } ∈ Rd

The Extreme Value (EV) Copula family is exclusively meant for modelling the dependence structure of extreme values (the
dependence in the upper tail of the distribution) (Nelsen, 2007). In the peak-over threshold approach, the margins are approximately
generalized extreme value (GEV) distributed for large enough thresholds, while the dependence can be modelled using any suitable
extreme value copula with non-degenerate margins (Beirlant et al., 2006). The most popular copula is the Gumbel-Hougaard Copula,
also known as the multivariate logistic extreme value distribution. The distribution function for a d-dimensional multivariate logistic
extreme value distribution is given as
6
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⎧ (
)1/θ ⎫
d
⎬
⎨
∑
(
)θ
− logyj
; θ ∈ [1, ∞), j = 1, ⋯, d
F(x) = exp −
⎩
⎭
j=1

(5)

where, θ ∈ [1, ∞) is the measure of the degree of dependence, ranging from independence (θ = 1) to complete dependence (θ → ∞).
2.5. Threshold selection
In peak-over threshold analysis, threshold selection is essential because the generalized Pareto distribution is only valid for
approximating the unknown distribution of extremes in the asymptotic case. Thus, choosing a low threshold for defining the extremes
will result in ordinarily expected values characterized as extremes that will violate the basis of the above asymptotic approximation.
Alternatively, a very high threshold will lead to an inadequate number of exceedances for modelling. Therefore, a threshold needs to be
selected as low as possible, subject to the condition that the limit provides a reasonable generalized Pareto approximation (Coles,
2001).
For the univariate margins, the validity of the generalized Pareto approximation can be checked based on two graphs: the Mean
Residual Life Plot and Threshold Stability Plot. If the generalized Pareto distribution is valid for threshold exceedances over u0 , then it
should be equally valid for excesses over all thresholds u > u0 subject to the appropriate change of scale parameter σu (Coles, 2001) and
the shape parameter ξ is independent of the threshold. Thus, for u > u0 , the mean of threshold excesses E(x − u|x > u) is a linear
function of u, and the Mean Residual Life plot should be linear above the appropriate threshold. The Threshold Stability plot checks
that in case the GP approximation is valid for threshold exceedances over u0 , then the reparametrized scale parameter σ* = σ u − ξu and
the shape parameter ξ are both constant for any threshold u > u0 after allowing for variability due to sampling errors. Thus, these two
graphs can be used as a guidance for selecting a suitable threshold. The final thresholds were iteratively obtained through model
estimation based on improvements in Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) values and the estimated crash frequencies (Cavadas et al.,
2020).
2.6. Crash frequency-by-severity estimation
For extreme value analysis, the modified time-to-collision (MTTC) and proportion of stopping distance (PSD) values are trans
formed by taking their negated values to transform the problem from a minima estimation to maxima one. Thus, if negated MTTC,
negated PSD, or both increase to zero, a crash is expected. The deceleration rate to avoid a crash (DRAC) owing to its nature remains
untransformed, and a crash becomes more likely if the DRAC value is greater than or equal to the maximum available deceleration rate
(MADR) for a vehicle. For crash severity indicator Delta-V, Arun et al. (2021a) computed a threshold of approximately 16 m/s to
distinguish between severe and non-severe crashes based on the Delta-V-crash severity relationship developed by Bahouth et al.
(2014). Crash severity was defined based on the widely used Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), where crashes with a severity higher than
the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale value of 3 (MAIS3+) were defined as severe, and those with a lower value were defined as nonsevere. The crash frequencies can be calculated using these relationships and the threshold exceedance probability estimations from
the extreme value theory. Please note that MTTC denotes negated MTTC, and PSD denotes negated PSD in the subsequent discussion.
In the univariate case, the total crash probability is simply the crash threshold exceedance probability of the variable, which can be
obtained by subtracting the value of the distribution function from 1. However, in the multivariate case, a crash is obtained when
either variable exceeds its threshold. Thus, in the multivariate case, the crash probability is the union of exceedance probabilities of the
variables calculated as the difference of the value of the joint distribution function from 1. Mathematically, the generalized formula of
total crash probability estimation can be given as below:
( )
R = 1 − F d wd
(6)
where, R is the crash risk measure (total crash probability), and Fd is the joint distribution function of the d-dimensional vector of crash
frequency indicators wd . In the degenerate case, F in Eq. (6) is the distribution function of the univariate vector. The exact formulae for
each case (univariate, bivariate, trivariate) are presented in the appendix.
For crash probabilities by severity, the quantity of interest is the conditional probability of obtaining Δv = Δv* given a crash has
happened (Pr{Severe|Crash} = Pr{Δv* |Crash}). The crash probability is the total crash probability (the sum of severe and non-severe
crash probability), computed per the formulae given above. Thus, the problem is finding the intersection of the exceedance probability
of Δv and the total crash probability. Mathematically, the generalized formula of total crash probability estimation can be given as
below:
( )
(
)
(7)
S = F(Δv) + F d wd − Fd,Δv wd , Δv
where, S is the severe crash probability, F(Δv) is the univariate distribution function of the severity indicator Δv, Fd carries the same
meaning as in Eq. (4), and Fd,Δv is the joint distribution function of the crash frequency and severity indicators. The probability of nonsevere crashes is calculated as the difference between the probabilities of total crashes and severe crashes. The derivation of the above
equation and crash frequency by severity formulae for the different cases (bivariate, trivariate, and quadrivariate) are given in the
appendix.
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The frequencies of total (NTotal ) and severe (NSevere ) crashes are calculated as the inflation of their respective probability values from
the period of conflict observation t to the longer period T for which crashes are being estimated, which is typically one year (T = 1)
yielding annual crash frequency estimates. The frequency of non-severe crashes (NNon− severe ) is the difference between the total and
severe crashes. The Eqs. (8), (9), and (10) give the formulae for calculating the total, severe, and non-severe crash frequencies,
respectively:
NTotal =

T
×R
t

(8)

T
×S
t

(9)

NSevere =
NNon−

severe

(10)

= NTotal − NSevere

Finally, for comparisons to observed crashes, Songchitruksa and Tarko (2006) introduced Poisson Confidence Intervals constructed
over the observed crash frequency values, as shown in Eq. (11).
{
}
1
1
λ : χ 22y0 ,1− α/2 ≤ λ ≤ χ 22(y0 +1),α/2
(11)
2T
2T
where, y0 is the observed crash frequency in time period T, λ is the estimated crash frequency for time period T, and α is the level of
significance. This study compares the estimated crash frequency values from the multivariate extreme value models with the estimated
Poisson Confidence intervals for model validation.
3. Data
The data used in this study were collected in August and November 2019 from three four-legged signalized intersections in
Brisbane, Australia. The primary data consisted of video recordings of traffic movement from a dedicated overhead camera assembly
mounted on a 6.5-m high mast installed at the intersections. For covering all the targeted road user movements at the intersections, two
cameras with two views from each camera on different days of recordings were used for each intersection. The video traffic obser
vations were conducted for four consecutive weekdays (Tuesday to Friday inclusive). Table 1 details the study intersections and the
data collection schedule, while Fig. 4 shows a plan view of one of the intersections (Kessels Rd – Logan Sub-Arterial Rd intersection)
and the camera placement and intersection areas covered in the camera views. One camera mast was placed on the pedestrian refuge
island at the corner of Logan Road (North) and Kessels Road, while the other camera mast was placed on the median of the Logan Road
(South) (Fig. 4). Each camera captured two different views (the shaded areas), as illustrated in Fig. 4. Similarly, the traffic movements
Table 1
Details of study intersections and the data collection schedule.
Intersection name

Camera Number

Camera position

Data Collection

Total Duration

Beaudesert Rd – Granard Rd (BG) Intersection

1

View 1

20/08/2019 (Tuesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
21/08/2019 (Wednesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
22/08/2019 (Thursday; 6 am to 6 pm)
23/08/2019 (Friday; 6 am to 6 pm)
20/08/2019 (Tuesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
21/08/2019 (Wednesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
22/08/2019 (Thursday; 6 am to 6 pm)
23/08/2019 (Friday; 6 am to 6 pm)

24 h

20/08/2019 (Tuesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
21/08/2019 (Wednesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
22/08/2019 (Thursday; 6 am to 6 pm)
23/08/2019 (Friday; 6 am to 6 pm)
20/08/2019 (Tuesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
21/08/2019 (Wednesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
22/08/2019 (Thursday; 6 am to 6 pm)
23/08/2019 (Friday; 6 am to 6 pm)

24 h

12/11/2019 (Tuesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
13/11/2019 (Wednesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
14/11/2019 (Thursday; 6 am to 6 pm)
15/11/2019 (Friday; 6 am to 6 pm)
12/11/2019 (Tuesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
13/11/2019 (Wednesday; 6 am to 6 pm)
14/11/2019 (Thursday; 6 am to 6 pm)
15/11/2019 (Friday; 6 am to 6 pm)

24 h

View 2
2

View 1
View 2

Kessels Rd – Logan Rd (KL) Intersection

1

View 1
View 2

2

View 1
View 2

Appleby Rd – Stafford Rd (AS) Intersection

1

View 1
View 2

2

View 1
View 2

8

24 h
24 h
24 h

24 h
24 h
24 h

24 h
24 h
24 h
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Fig. 4. Camera positions and views from the cameras at the Logan Rd – Kessels Rd Intersection.

data were collected at the other two intersections.
The raw video data were then processed using an automated traffic conflict extraction method, which typically consists of six main
procedures: camera calibration, object detection and tracking, prototype generation, prototype matching, event generation, and
conflict identification. The system developed at the Queensland University of Technology used the YOLOv3 algorithm for road user
detection and the Deep SORT algorithm for tracking them. YOLOv3 (‘You only look once’) is a fast and accurate single-step algorithm
that uses only forward propagating convolutional neural networks for real-time object detection (Farhadi and Redmon, 2018). It first
divides the image into a grid-like structure, detecting objects within each grid cell. The objects in a grid cell are captured within initial
bounding boxes, and logistic regression is then used to predict the object’s height, width, and center and assign class probabilities to
the objects within each bounding box. The class probabilities help classify the objects into various road users. Given that there could be
multiple bounding boxes surrounding one object, the algorithm uses an Intersection Over Union approach to ensure that the predicted
bounding boxes capture the identified object. The off-the-shelf YOLOv3 was further trained on a subset of the data collected in this
study to accurately identify very large road users like articulated buses that may span across several frames and smaller road users such
as motorcyclists that could be difficult to distinguish from similar road users such as bicyclists and pedestrians from a height of 6.5 m.
The detected objects are then passed onto the Deep SORT (‘Simple online and real-time tracking’) algorithm (Wojke et al., 2017).
The SORT algorithm implements Kalman filtering to model the state of each tracked object as a vector of the bounding box center, box
scale, box aspect ratio, and their time derivatives. In the final step, the SORT algorithm uses the Hungarian algorithm to associate the
predicted states from Kalman filtering and the newly detected bounding box in the current frame with the old object tracks in the
Table 2
Descriptive statistics of the conflict measures.
No. of rear-end
conflicts

No. of severe rear-end
crashes (2015–19)

No. of non-severe rear-end
crashes (2015–19)

Conflict
measures

Mean

Median

Std.
Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

12,471

2

29

MTTC
DRAC
PSD
Delta-V

1.123
1.65
1.144
6.566

0.999
1.252
1.116
6.419

0.548
1.35
0.523
3.219

0.006
0.001
0.009
0.001

2.867
9.952
3.166
25.917

Notation:
MTTC: Modified Time-to-Collision; DRAC: Deceleration Rate to Avoid a Crash; PSD: Proportion of Stopping Distance; Delta-V: Expected Post-Collision
Change in Vehicle’s Velocity
Std. Dev.: Standard Deviation.
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previous frame. The Deep SORT algorithm applies a trained convolutional neural network to solve the problem of the high number of
identity switches in the basic SORT that helps increase robustness against object detection misses and occlusions in real-time tracking.
The overlapping of the predicted vehicle trajectories generates conflicts. All interactions with a time-to-collision value below 3 s are
recorded as conflicts and are utilized in further analysis. The required traffic conflict indicators (modified time-to-collision (MTTC),
deceleration rate to avoid a crash (DRAC), the proportion of stopping distance (PSD) and the expected post-collision change in velocity
(Delta-V)) were subsequently calculated from the vehicle trajectories for the observed conflicts. To limit the scope of the study in the
demonstration of the methodological approach, only the rear-end conflicts data were utilized for crash prediction modelling. The
details of conflict observation and extraction systems can be found in Arun et al. (2021a).
Table 2 provides the descriptive statistics of the conflict measures used in this study for the combined dataset of the three in
tersections. The crash data presented in Table 2 are used to associate crash events with the multivariate extreme value models
developed in this study. The five-year (2015–2019) crash data for the study intersections were provided by the Department of
Transport and Main Roads, Queensland Government. The crash data’s key information parameters were each crash’s time, location,
severity, road user information, and collision type. It was necessary to filter the crash data to correspond to the conditions under which
the conflicts were observed for accurate comparisons with the crashes predicted by the peak-over threshold models. Hence, the crash
data were filtered to include only the cases corresponding to the following criteria: the crashes that occurred during weekdays, during
the daytime (between 6 am to 6 pm), and during fair weather conditions. As per the Queensland crash data, the crash severity classes
are Minor Injury, Medical Treatment-Only, Hospitalization, and Fatality in the increasing order of severity. Following Arun et al.
(2021a), fatal and hospitalization severity crashes were classified as severe (Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale ≥ 3; MAIS3+) crashes,
while the minor injury and medical treatment-only crashes were classified as non-severe ones.
Table 3 gives the value of Kendall’s correlation parameter (Tau, τ) between the conflict indicator pairs. Table 3 indicates that the
PSD indicator is significantly correlated with both MTTC and DRAC indicators. However, given that the three frequency indicators
could be tail-independent, hence all the three indicators were further investigated for multivariate crash frequency-by-severity esti
mation. Crucially, all the crash frequency indicators have weak (τ < 0.5) but statistically significant correlations (p-value < 0.05) with
the crash severity indicator Delta-V. These weak correlations arise because the frequency and severity indicators measure funda
mentally different properties of a crash. However, such statistically significant weak correlations are still potentially important for the
Extreme Value models.
4. Results
This study estimated several univariate and multivariate models following the methodology explained in Section 2 to estimate the
frequencies of the total, severe, and non-severe rear-end crashes. All the univariate and multivariate models were estimated using the
maximum likelihood estimation. The log-likelihood function of the joint distributions is the summation of the log-likelihoods of the
copula and the margins. The marginal values were censored in that only the threshold exceedances were used for likelihood estimation
and transformed to a uniform distribution on the interval (0,1) for fitting the copulas. The goodness-of-fit of the margins was examined
by inspecting the probability and quantile plots, while the comparison between competing models was made using the Akaike In
formation Criterion (AIC) and log-likelihood values. The results of the estimation are given below. Please note that MTTC denotes
negated MTTC, and PSD denotes negated PSD in the subsequent discussion.
4.1. Data declustering
The peak-over threshold models are sensitive to clustered data. If the conflicts are serially dependent (for example, cars behind one
another braking hard to avoid crashing after the first one in the queue brakes), they violate the inherent assumption that the extreme
events are independent of each other. Therefore, following Arun et al. (2021a), a runs-based clustering approach was adopted wherein
the time-series data for each conflict measure was first chronologically arranged, and more than three successive values within 5 s lying
above a chosen threshold were identified as belonging to a cluster. Then, only the maximum of the clustered observations was selected
for subsequent analysis. The thresholds used for the indicators were − 3.0 s for Modified Time-To-Collision (MTTC), 0.0 m/s2 for
Deceleration Required to Avoid a Crash (DRAC), and − 1.0 for Proportion of Stopping Distance (PSD). These thresholds were chosen to
Table 3
Kendall’s correlation parameter values of the conflict measures.
Conflict Indicators
MTTC
DRAC
PSD
Delta-V

MTTC

DRAC

PSD

Delta-V

1.000
− 0.238 (<0.001)
0.512 (<0.001)
0.037 (<0.001)

1.000
− 0.565 (<0.001)
0.109 (<0.001)

1.000
− 0.087 (<0.001)

1.000

The correlation test p-values are given in the parentheses.
Notation:
MTTC: Modified Time-to-Collision; DRAC: Deceleration Rate to Avoid a Crash; PSD: Proportion of Stopping Distance; Delta-V: Expected Post-Collision
Change in Vehicle’s Velocity.
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make the most efficient use of the data for each of these indicators.
4.2. Estimation of the margins
It is challenging to present plots for all the models, specifically for models with higher than three dimensions of data. Therefore, as
an illustrative example, the 3-dimensional Modified Time-To-Collision (MTTC), Deceleration Required to Avoid a Crash (DRAC), and
Delta-V model marginal and copula plots are produced below to explain the estimation process. All conflicts with negated MTTC > -3.0
s and DRAC > 0.0 m/s2 were used in this model. Delta-V values were computed for the censored data. Fig. 5 illustrates the scatter of the
trivariate vector. The positive correlation between the frequency indicators (Fig. 5) is evident in the plot, where conflicts with high
negative MTTC values have high DRAC values. However, there is no apparent tail dependence between the frequency and severity
indicators, with high Delta-V values occurring randomly throughout the variable space. This observation points to the possibility of
independent copulas for modelling the joint distribution of the three variables, where the joint distribution function is simply the
product of the marginal distribution functions. This aspect was then formally investigated by conducting a nonparametric test of
extreme value dependence among the three variables (Bücher and Kojadinovic, 2015). The test statistic was computed as 0.118 with a
p-value of 0.568, meaning that the study failed to reject extreme value dependence in the data. Thus, extreme value methods were used
to model the marginal and joint distributions.
Threshold selection plots were used to select the appropriate thresholds for peak-over threshold analysis. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
respectively present the Mean Residual Life (MRL) and Threshold Stability (TS) plots for the three variables. From these plots, the
initial threshold ranges of the variables were inferred as (-0.6, − 0.4) for MTTC, (1.6, 2.4) for DRAC, and (9, 10.5) for Delta-V. The final
thresholds for the most optimal models were selected based on the iterative procedure described earlier using Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC).
Fig. 8 presents the results of distribution fitting in terms of marginal distribution and quantile plots of the three variables. The
marginal peak-over threshold distributions are seen to fit the data well even when extrapolated to crash-relevant thresholds, 0 s, 8.5 m/
s2 and 16 m/s, for MTTC, DRAC, and Delta-V, respectively. The results of the subsequent copula fitting are described in the next
section.
4.3. Estimation of the copula structure
Continuing the illustrative example with trivariate Modified Time-To-Collision (MTTC), Deceleration Required to Avoid a Crash
(DRAC), and Delta-V model, for estimating the crash frequency and crash frequency-by-severity according to the Eqs. (8), (9), and (10),
the bivariate distributions between the frequency variables MTTC and DRAC, and a trivariate distribution of all three variables were
required. Thus, Gumbel–Hougaard copulas (hereafter referred to as Gumbel copulas) were used to model these multivariate joint
distributions and estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation method.
Figs. 9(a), 9(b), and 10 present the fit of the Gumbel copulas to the bivariate and trivariate joint distributions to that of the
empirically estimated copulas. While the Gumbel copula provided a good fit to the data for the bivariate distribution of frequency
indicators, the same was not observed in the trivariate joint distribution of frequency and severity indicators. Therefore, a formal
goodness-of-fit test was conducted according to the method given by Kojadinovic et al. (2011) to test the null hypothesis that joint
probability distribution from the estimated parametric copula is significantly different from the one obtained from an empirical
copula. The alternate hypothesis practically means that the dependence among the modelled indicators is not significant, and inde
pendent copulas could characterize the joint distribution of the three variables. The chi-squared test statistic was estimated as 0.576
with an associated p-value of 0.001, leading to rejection of the null hypothesis. However, the Gumbel copula was also considered for
the trivariate distribution to maintain parity among the models.

Fig. 5. Scatterplot of the trivariate vector.
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Fig. 6. Mean Residual Life (MRL) plots of the three variables.

A similar exercise was followed for modelling the joint distributions of all the other combinations of traffic conflict indicators
(MTTC-PSD, DRAC-PSD, and MTTC-DRAC-PSD). The results of the total, severe, and non-severe crash frequency estimations using the
best overall frequency and frequency-by-severity prediction models are given in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
4.4. Crash frequency estimation
Given that this paper aims to investigate the suitability of using multiple conflict indicators for estimating crash risks, a
straightforward comparison between the efficiency of various models can be made using their crash prediction accuracy and precision.
As indicated in Table 4, all the models have a reasonable level of prediction accuracy. The estimated number of annual crashes falls
within the 95% Poisson confidence interval over observed annual crashes. Further comparisons were made using the mean absolute
percentage error values, which indicated that the bivariate DRAC and PSD model (Mean Absolute Percentage Error, MAPE = 0.016%)
as well as the trivariate MTTC, DRAC, and PSD model (MAPE = 0.016%) were the most accurate among all the crash frequency
prediction models with the lowest prediction errors, closely followed by the bivariate MTTC and DRAC model (MAPE = 0.032%).
However, the precision of the estimates is also important, with the best prediction being the one where the prediction interval perfectly
12
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Fig. 7. Threshold Stability (TS) plots of the three variables.

Fig. 8. Probability-Probability (top row) and Quantile-Quantile (bottom row) plots for the three marginal vectors.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the fitted Gumbel-Hougaard Bivariate Copula and Empirical Copula for a) Modified Time-to-Collision (MTTC) and
Deceleration Rate to Avoid a Crash (DRAC), and b) Modified Time-to-Collision (MTTC) and Delta-V models.

Fig. 10. Comparison between the fitted Gumbel-Hougaard Trivariate Copula and Empirical Copula for Modified Time-to-Collision (MTTC),
Deceleration Rate to Avoid a Crash (DRAC), and Delta-V conditioned on (transformed) Delta-V values.

overlaps the Poisson confidence interval over the observed crashes. Using this criterion, the bivariate MTTC and DRAC model was the
best performing model, as it had a minimal prediction error and the prediction interval closely approximated the observed confidence
interval. The trivariate MTTC, DRAC, and PSD model (MAPE = 0.016%) had the lowest error, but its prediction interval was wider than
the observed confidence interval compared to the bivariate MTTC and DRAC model. In addition, having one less indicator, the
bivariate MTTC and DRAC model was more parsimonious than the trivariate model. Among the univariate models, DRAC had the best
crash prediction with minimal error (MAPE = 0.613%), and its prediction interval also approximately coincided with the observed
confidence interval.
4.5. Crash frequency-by-severity estimation
Given the good performance of the MTTC and DRAC combination in accurately predicting overall crash frequency, it was expected
that the same combination would provide the best crash frequency-by-severity estimates as well when combined with the Delta-V
indicator. However, the results from Table 5 indicate that was not the case. The bivariate DRAC and Delta-V model was the best
performing model as reflected by the lowest prediction errors and the narrowest prediction intervals for severe and non-severe crash
14
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Table 4
Best performing crash frequency prediction models.
Parameter
Marginals

̂
σ MTTC (SE)
̂ξ MTTC (SE)
uMTTC
MEMTTC
̂
σ DRAC (SE)
̂ξ DRAC (SE)
uDRAC
MEDRAC
̂
σ PSD (SE)
̂ξ PSD (SE)

15

uPSD
MEPSD

Dependence

̂
θ
JE

Log-likelihood
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
Observed NTotal (95% Confidence Interval)
Estimated NTotal (95% Confidence Interval)
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (%)

Conflict Indicator Combinations
MTTC

DRAC

PSD

MTTC, DRAC

MTTC, PSD

DRAC, PSD

MTTC, DRAC, PSD

0.126 (0.006)
− 0.019 (0.034)

–
–

–
–

0.238 (0.004)
− 0.29 (0.01)

0.161 (0.005)
− 0.128 (0.023)

–
–

0.213 (0.005)
− 0.266 (0.014)

–
–
1.008 (0.022)
0.252 (0.018)

–
–
–
–

− 0.5
1206
–
–

− 0.74
3816
1.008 (0.022)
0.252 (0.018)

–
–
–
–

1.34
5678
–
–

–
–

–
–

− 0.3
453

–

–

–

–
1312.472
− 2620.944
6.2 (4.213–8.8)
5.892
(1.574–12.537)
4.967

–
− 7152.63
14309.26

–
598.581
− 1193.162

6894
427.668
− 853.337

6.162
(4.337–8.287)
0.613

6.013
(0–32.428)
3.016

–
–
0.142 (0.012)
− 0.368 (0.069)

1.34
5678
–
–

− 0.58
1843
–
–

–
–
1.786 (0.037)
− 0.005 (0.014)

− 0.68
2675
1.692 (0.037)
0.023 (0.016)

–
–
0.144 (0.009)
− 0.296 (0.047)

1.28
4233
0.226 (0.006)
− 0.384 (0.016)

–
–

− 0.35
667

1.13
4490
0.107 (0.007)
− 0.209 (0.045)

1.23 (0.01)

1.688 (0.032)

1.903 (0.023)

1.546 (0.012)

6.202
(4.337–8.624)
0.032

6.160
(0.657–21.760)
0.645

6.199
(3.519–14.935)
0.016

6.201
(3.862–9.908)
0.016

1883
481.822
− 961.645

− 0.33
505

4512
1490.554
− 2979.108

4662
2123.296
− 4244.593
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Notations:
MTTC: Modified Time-to-Collision; DRAC: Deceleration Rate to Avoid a Crash; PSD: Proportion of Stopping Distance
NTotal : Number of total crashes
σ z , ̂ξ z , uz ) are the marginal scale, shape, and threshold parameters for a given conflict indicator z ∈ {MTTC, DRAC, PSD}; ̂θ is the Copula dependence parameter
(̂
MEz : Marginal Exceedances of the conflict threshold of the given conflict indicator z ∈ {MTTC, DRAC, PSD}
JE: Joint Exceedances of the conflict thresholds of the given conflict indicator combination
SE: Standard Error.

− 0.56
1836
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Table 5
Best performing crash frequency-by-severity prediction models.
Parameter
Marginals

̂
σ MTTC (SE)
̂
ξ MTTC (SE)
uMTTC
̂
σ DRAC (SE)
̂
ξ DRAC (SE)

uDRAC
̂
σ PSD (SE)
̂
ξ PSD (SE)

PSD, Δv

MTTC, DRAC, Δv

MTTC, PSD, Δv

DRAC, PSD, Δv

MTTC, DRAC, PSD, Δv

–
–

–
–

0.173 (0.002)
− 0.242 (0.002)

0.122 (0.007)
− 0.024 (0.047)

–
–

0.105 (0.01)
− 0.007 (0.072)

–
1.793 (0.07)
− 0.119 (0.03)

–
–
–

− 0.47
–
–

− 0.72
1.793 (0.07)
− 0.118 (0.03)

–
1.681 (0.08)
0.009 (0.036)

–
5.778 (0.144)
− 0.242 (0.007)

− 0.22
3.674 (0.528)
− 0.083 (0.087)

–
5.253 (0.011)
− 0.225 (0.000)

− 0.26
4.023 (0.167)
− 0.166 (0.017)

̂
θ
JE

1.028 (0.021)

1.019 (0.012)

1.007 (0.087)

1.029 (0.006)

1.172 (0.022)

1.107 (0.015)

1.149 (0.012)

0.404
(0.033–1.374)
1.0

0.401
(0–22.064)
0.25

0.408
(0.104–0.843)
2.0

0.426
(0.176–1.638)
6.5

0.476
(0.316–1.46)
19.0

0.418
(0.259–1.45)
4.5

5.799
(1.516–11.844)
0.017

3.42
(0–44.395)
41.035

5.809
(1.457–12.385)
0.155

5.898
(0.361–44.186)
1.69

5.708
(1.125–30.455)
1.69

5.8
(0.379–36.601)
0.0

16

869
0.993
0.014
0.4 (0.048–1.445)
0.419
(0.013–1.797)
4.75
5.8 (3.884–8.33)
5.803
(1.15–12.825)
0.052

2.58

1633
1.529
− 1.058

7.9

76
0.004
1.993

2.64

3459
15.372
− 28.745

1.35
0.054 (0.01)
− 0.019 (0.145)

0.72
0.045 (0.009)
0.086 (0.165)

5.0

9.27

9.19

677
54.118
− 106.237

− 0.26
2.51 (0.104)
− 0.075 (0.027)

997
39.008
− 76.016

JE: Joint Exceedances of the conflict thresholds of the given conflict indicator combination; SE: Standard Error; MAPE: Mean Absolute Prediction Error.

− 0.25
2.717 (0.098)
− 0.101 (0.023)

1260
148.206
− 294.413
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(%)

2.42

–
0.132 (0.015)
− 0.445 (0.098)

MTTC: Modified Time-to-Collision; DRAC: Deceleration Rate to Avoid a Crash; PSD: Proportion of Stopping Distance; Δv: post-collision change in velocity (Delta-V)
NSevere : Number of severe (MAIS3+) crashes; NNon− severe : Number of non-severe (MAIS < 3) crashes
σ z , ̂ξ , uz ) are the marginal scale, shape, and threshold parameters for a given conflict indicator z ∈ {MTTC, DRAC, PSD, Δv}; ̂θ is the Copula dependence parameter
(̂
z

− 0.52
2.218 (0.084)
− 0.13 (0.025)

–
5.264 (0.185)
− 0.211 (0.012)

–
0.107 (0.021)
− 0.409 (0.164)

2.71
–
–

− 0.49
–
–

uPSD
̂
σ Δv (SE)
̂
ξ Δv (SE)

MAPE for NSevere (%)
Observed NNon− severe (95% CI)
Estimated NNon− severe (95% CI)
severe

DRAC, Δv

0.118 (0.006)
− 0.008 (0.042)

2.72
–
–

Log-likelihood
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
Observed NSevere (95% CI)
Estimated NSevere (95% CI)

MAPE for NNon−

MTTC, Δv

–
–
–

uΔv

Dependence

Conflict Indicator Combinations
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frequencies. The trivariate MTTC, DRAC, and Delta-V model also provided accurate predictions of severe and non-severe crashes.
However, its severe crash frequency prediction interval was very narrow compared to the observed confidence interval, suggesting that
the model did not accurately capture the underlying crash-generating process.
Among other models, all of them, except the trivariate MTTC, PSD, and Delta-V and the DRAC, PSD, and Delta-V models had good
prediction accuracy with prediction errors of less than 5% for both severe (NSevere ) and non-severe (NNon− severe ) crashes. The highest
dimensional quadrivariate model, including all the four conflict indicators, namely MTTC, DRAC, PSD, and Delta-V, also accurately
predicted both severe and non-severe crash frequencies, but the prediction interval of non-severe crashes was quite wide. These results
highlight that accuracy improvement of both overall crash frequency and crash frequency-by-severity prediction models may not be
necessarily proportional to the number of indicators included in the models. In fact, indiscriminate inclusion of indicators may
adversely affect the model performance.
From Table 5, for severe crashes, the bivariate PSD and Delta-V model seems the most accurate with the lowest prediction error
(0.25%), but it has a substantial prediction error associated with non-severe crashes (41.035%), which makes it non-ideal for crash
frequency-by-severity prediction. The poor performance of the PSD and Delta-V bivariate model may be that the chosen GumbelHougaard Copula is not suitable for this indicator combination. Indeed, when testing the goodness-of-fit of the Gumbel-Hougaard
Copula for the PSD and Delta-V data, the chi-squared test statistic was 0.049 with a statistically non-significant p-value of 0.014
(<0.05), indicating its unsuitability. For comparison, the chi-squared test statistic was 0.029 with a p-value of 0.23 (>0.05) for the
bivariate DRAC and Delta-V model using the Gumbel-Hougaard copula.
The inclusion of the PSD indicator generally led to a loss of precision in the crash frequency-by-severity models. This result may be
because the PSD indicator was correlated with both the other crash frequency indicators and was, therefore, capturing redundant
safety information already captured by the other indicators. These observations are further discussed in detail below.
5. Discussion
Following the trend of recent literature (Arun et al., 2021c) that has used multivariate extreme value modelling approach for crash
frequency estimation, this study investigated the effect of multiple conflict indicators in estimating crash frequency-by-severity
through copula-based extreme value modelling. Specifically, this study investigated whether higher dimensionality (more than two
indicators) in multivariate crash frequency-by-severity prediction models will result in more accurate and precise estimates. Given that
emerging technologies like adaptive traffic signal control and connected-and-automated vehicles can benefit from meaningful crashconflict relationships, the study also identified the best conflict indicators that can accurately predict the frequency of total, severe
(maximum abbreviated injury scale ≥ 3; MAIS3+), and non-severe rear-end crashes at signalized intersections.
Using intersection data from Brisbane, Australia, the study results revealed that using higher-dimensional conflict datasets may not
be proportional to improvements in the crash prediction performance of the extreme value models. The bivariate Modified Time-ToCollision (MTTC) and Deceleration Required to Avoid a Crash (DRAC) model had comparable prediction accuracy and precision for
total crash frequency estimation while being more parsimonious than the higher dimensional trivariate model that included all three
frequency indicators. This observation highlights the utility of capturing the different aspects of a traffic conflict, namely, the op
portunity available for a road user to react to an emerging threat (represented by MTTC) and the mechanical capability of the vehicle to
carry out the evasive response (represented by DRAC).
Indeed, the MTTC and DRAC combination was also a good indicator of crash frequency-by-severity in conjunction with Delta-V,
given the low mean absolute percentage errors and narrow prediction intervals of the severe and non-severe crash estimates. How
ever, as indicated in Table 5, the bivariate DRAC and Delta-V model also had a good prediction performance, with low mean absolute
percentage errors and narrow prediction intervals. Indeed, the prediction intervals of the latter bivariate model coincided better with
the observed Poisson confidence intervals, which represent the naturally expected variability in observed mean crash frequency due to
unobserved factors given that the crashes were observed over 5 years. Thus, the more parsimonious bivariate DRAC and Delta-V model
could be preferred over the higher dimensional MTTC, DRAC, and Delta-V model.
A reason for the reduced performance of higher dimensional models could be the high correlation of Proportion of Stopping
Distance (PSD) indicator with the other two frequency indicators, meaning that including the PSD indicator only captured redundant
information already being captured by the other indicators. Zheng et al. (2019a) had a similar observation where they found that
higher correlation among indicators led to higher prediction error in multivariate extreme value models. Thus, without careful preanalysis of conflict indicators, higher-dimensional multivariate analysis can result in unsatisfactory prediction performance while
increasing the estimation complexity.
This study highlighted the advantage of crash frequency-by-severity estimation over simple overall crash frequency estimation that
has been typically followed in conflict studies. The overall prediction errors of the trivariate MTTC, DRAC and Delta-V model and the
bivariate DRAC and Delta-V model were comparable for estimating crash frequency-by-severity. Thus, in crash frequency-by-severity
estimation, additional information regarding the crucial severity aspect is uncovered with acceptable overall prediction accuracy using
the same number of indicators.
The study results also showed that the Proportion of Stopping Distance (PSD) indicator could provide accurate but somewhat
imprecise estimates of total crash frequency through extreme value modeling. However, it is not suitable for estimating crash
frequency-by-severity with the Delta-V indicator. A possible reason could be model misspecification since the Gumbel-Hougaard
copulas were used uniformly to maintain parity across all the models in this study. Thus, testing PSD with another copula specifi
cation or in combination with any other severity indicator like acceleration severity index (ASI) could be possible future research
directions.
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A crucial implication of the study results is regarding the conflict thresholds of the indicators. Typically, the studies have adopted a
threshold of 3.4 m/s2 for DRAC, which is the recommended deceleration rate for stopping sight distance calculation (AASHTO, 2018).
However, this study found that the DRAC thresholds for rear-end conflicts range between 0.72 and 2.72 m/s2. This discrepancy means
that studies adopting a higher DRAC threshold could be failing to incorporate significant crash-relevant information available in traffic
interactions with lower DRAC values. For instance, Xie et al. (2019) investigated optimal thresholds of three conflict indicators,
including DRAC, using real-world connected vehicle data and found that the DRAC threshold of 3.0 m/s2 was the highest correlated to
observed crashes, but the value of the correlation coefficient was relatively low (0.39). The contentious issue is that they only
investigated the range of DRAC thresholds between 2.0 m/s2 and 4.5 m/s2, which means that they did not test lower DRAC thresholds
that could have had a higher and more meaningful correlation with crashes, as shown in this study. On the other hand, in the case of
MTTC, Ozbay et al. (2008) had suggested a threshold of 4.0 s, reasoning that their simulation environment did not represent an actual
crash environment because the simulated drivers were not affected by distractions and misjudgements. However, subsequent research
has consistently found that conflicts with lower MTTC thresholds are more highly correlated to crashes at intersections (Zheng and
Sayed, 2019b; Zheng and Sayed, 2019a). The negated MTTC threshold values in this study range between − 0.47 and − 0.74 s. Thus, in
the case of MTTC, using a higher 4.0 s threshold at signalized intersections can potentially decrease the conflicts’ correlation with
crashes and mitigate the safety benefits expected from a conflict-based evaluation.
It is also important to acknowledge the effect of the longer duration of conflict observations on the accuracy and precision of crash
estimates. Extreme value models are extremely data-hungry, and previous studies have noted that the low accuracy and precision of
the crash estimates could be an outcome of the low conflict observation durations (Zheng et al., 2019b). On the other hand, this study
observed conflicts for 24 h (12 h each for two days), which consequently yielded a significantly higher number of joint threshold
exceedances (extreme conflicts in all margins) than similar previous studies (Zheng et al., 2019; Zheng and Sayed, 2019c). As a result,
the crash estimates from most models were highly accurate. More importantly, the prediction intervals in this study also closely
coincided with the observed confidence intervals, often becoming the major point of distinction between competing models from
different conflict indicator combinations. This result is similar to that obtained by Zheng and Sayed, 2019c, where the prediction
intervals of the Bivariate Time-to-Collision and Post-Encroachment Time peak-over threshold model estimated for conflicts observed
for 15–17 h were also relatively narrow.
6. Summary and conclusions
Improved models of crash-risk estimation using traffic conflict indicators could hasten the real-world implementation of various
emerging technologies by quickly providing valuable safety information without having to wait for the accumulation of crashes. An
obvious example would be the introduction of autonomous vehicles and how human drivers interact with these vehicles over time in
real-time. Traffic conflict indicators (collected in real-time) could provide valuable safety information that could be used to alter
autonomous vehicle behavior and study how the driving behavior of humans adjusts to the presence of autonomous vehicles over time
(Mannering et al., 2018). Indeed, traffic-conflict indicators are likely to play a fundamental role in the safety evaluation of emerging
technologies.
This study investigated the application of traffic conflict methods in jointly predicting rear-end crash frequency and severity at
signalized intersections through multivariate extreme value modelling using copulas. Candidate conflict indicators were carefully
selected from different families of conflict indicators (Fig. 2) to minimize capturing the same information regarding the underlying
crash generating process by the various indicators. Thus, four candidate indicators, namely, Modified Time-To-Collision (MTTC,
temporal proximity), Proportion of Stopping Distance (PSD, spatial proximity), Deceleration Required to Avoid a Crash (DRAC, ki
nematic), and the expected post-collision change in velocity (Delta-V, crash severity), were selected and analyzed using multivariate
copulas. While MTTC and PSD represent the proximities of conflicting vehicles in temporal and spatial dimensions, DRAC represents
the opportunity for evasive action available to a conflicting vehicle, and Delta-V captures the scale of outcome severity in case of an
eventual collision. A multivariate Peak-Over Thresholds approach was adopted where the margins were modelled using Generalized
Pareto Distributions, and the dependence structure was modelled using extreme value Gumbel-Hougaard copulas. Significantly, the
study formulated a generalized method of predicting the frequency of severe and non-severe crashes from multiple conflict indicators.
The data for validating the study hypotheses were collected from three four-legged signalized intersections in Brisbane using an
automated conflict extraction method.
The study results indicate that including more than one crash frequency indicator in overall crash frequency estimation can
improve the accuracy and precision of the estimates; however, this improvement may not be proportional to the number of modelled
indicators. Both the bivariate and trivariate models yielded better estimates than the univariate models, but the bivariate MTTC and
DRAC model provided slightly more precise estimates than the trivariate MTTC, DRAC, and PSD model, with comparable accuracy.
Indeed, MTTC and DRAC together are consistent estimators of both total crash frequency and crash frequency-by-severity, as they
yielded accurate and precise estimates of both severe and non-severe crashes when combined with the crash severity indicator Delta-V.
In the case of the crash frequency-by-severity models, it was again observed that the improvements in prediction performance were not
proportional to the dimensionality of the multivariate conflict data, and the more parsimonious DRAC and Delta-V bivariate model
yielded comparable estimates to the trivariate MTTC, DRAC, and Delta-V, and both outperformed the full specification quadrivariate
MTTC, DRAC, PSD, and Delta-V model. Thus, including more traffic conflict indicators in safety evaluations may not always be ad
vantageous. In addition to theoretical considerations, practical aspects like correlations among conflict indicators should be carefully
investigated as they could reduce the crash prediction performance of the multivariate models.
A crucial takeaway from this study is the demonstration of the superiority of crash frequency-by-severity estimation from conflict
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indicators over simple crash frequency estimation, which has far-reaching implications regarding the confidence in the applicability of
traffic conflict analysis. As argued elsewhere, a significant drawback of many past conflict studies has been their focus on total crashes
(regardless of severity), since overlooking the severity of crashes in conflict-based safety assessment can result in safety measures that
may reduce the frequency of crashes but increase the severity of the crashes (Arun et al., 2021b). The generalized crash frequency-byseverity prediction models developed in this study have the potential to significantly improve the functioning of active vehicle safety
technologies (such as adaptive cruise control (ACC) and automated emergency braking (AEB)), which form the backbone of the up
coming connected-and-automated vehicle revolution. They can also broaden the scope of infrastructure-based real-time systems
proposed for safety monitoring of traffic operations (Essa and Sayed, 2020; Zheng and Sayed, 2020) that can further aid the safe
deployment of connected-and-automated vehicles.
The work done in this study is not without limitations and can be extended to address these limitations in the future. There are a
least five points worthy of mention. First, this study did not consider non-stationarity in the conflict indicator extremes, as it was not
central to the topic of investigation. Temporal trends might be present in conflict extremes, which could be addressed in future
research. More importantly, considering temporal and spatial characteristics such as traffic volumes and compositions in model
estimation will help enhance the applicability of the developed models to other sites not included in the models and at the modelled
sites over time. Second, the Gumbel-Hougaard copulas adopted in this study were not suitable for modelling all indicator combina
tions, and, as such, their relationships were characterized by independent copulas. Therefore, the performance of the models could be
improved further by using other exchangeable extreme value copula distributions, such as the Galambos and Husler-Reiss copulas,
which have not been investigated in this study. Third, some studies have argued for considering the effect of Perception-Reaction Time
(PRT) of the road users in the Deceleration Required to Avoid a Crash (DRAC) calculations to improve its efficiency (Kuang et al., 2015;
Fazekas et al., 2017; He et al., 2018). Thus, such modifications to DRAC can be tested in the multivariate environment to estimate crash
frequency-by-severity. Moreover, the inclusion of perception-reaction time into the modified time-to-collision estimation and relax
ation of the constant velocity assumption in Delta-V estimation are interesting research frontiers. Fourth, longer durations of conflict
observations (24 h) and combining data from multiple similar sites (three intersections) helped improve the accuracy and precision of
the study results despite the increased dimensionality of the multivariate data. It is expected that larger conflict datasets will help
improve the efficiency of joint frequency and severity prediction models even further. Finally, real-time crash frequency-by-severity
estimation models can be developed to coordinate vehicle movements through signalized intersections by leveraging vehicle-toeverything communication technologies; this was not considered in the current study but could be a fruitful direction for future work.
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Appendix A
Let
MTTC* = MTTC > 0,
PSD* = PSD > 0,
DRAC* = DRAC > MADR,
and Δv* = Δv > 16
where, MTTC is the modified time-to-collision, PSD is the proportion of stopping distance, DRAC is the deceleration rate to avoid a
crash, and Delta-V is the expected post-collision change in a vehicle’s velocity. Then, the probability and frequency of total, severe, and
non-severe crashes given a conflict can be computed as illustrated in the following sections.
Crash frequency estimation
The total crash probability formulas for the univariate and multivariate cases are given below:
Univariate case (Rx):
Rx = 1 − Fx = 1 − F(wx )
where, w is the set of crash thresholds such as 0 in the case of MTTC. Therefore,
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RMTTC = 1 − FMTTC = 1 − F(MTTC* )
RPSD = 1 − FPSD = 1 − F(PSD* )
RDRAC = 1 − FDRAC = 1 − F(DRAC* )
Bivariate case (Rx,y):
From Eq. (2),
[
( )]
Fx,y = Cxy Fx (wx ), Fy wy
where, C denotes the Gumbel-Hougaard Copula estimated according to Eq. (3). Thus,
Rx,y = 1 − Fx,y
∴RMTTC,PSD = 1 − FMTTC,PSD
RDRAC,PSD = 1 − FDRAC,PSD
RMTTC,DRAC = 1 − FMTTC,PSD
Trivariate case (Rx,y,z):
Formulating similarly as the bivariate case,
[
( )
]
Rx,y,z = 1 − Fx,y,z = 1 − Cxyz Fx (wx ), Fy wy , Fz (wz )
∴RMTTC,PSD,DRAC = 1 − FMTTC,PSD,DRAC

Crash frequency-by-severity estimation with one severity indicator
The conditional probability of severe crashes, i.e., Pr{Severe|Crash} is given by:
Pr{Severe|Crash} = Pr{Δv* |Crash}
Therefore, the conditional probability of non-severe crashes Pr{Non − Severe|Crash} can be computed as:
Pr{Non − Severe|Crash} = Pr{Crash|Conflict} − Pr{Severe|Crash}
An example of the derivation of the formulas for the quadrivariate case is given below:
Pr{Crash} = Pr{MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* } = 1 − C[FMTTC (0), FPSD (0), FDRAC (8.5)]
Conditional Probability of Severe Crashes using Bayes’ Rule and general rules of arithmetic involving probabilities:
Pr{Severe|Crash} = Pr{Δv* |Crash}
=

Pr{Δv* ∩ (MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* ) } Pr{Δv* } + Pr{MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* } − Pr{Δv* ∪ MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* }
=
Pr{MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* }
Pr{MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* }
(1 − FΔv (16) ) + (1 − C[FMTTC (0), FPSD (0), FDRAC (8.5) ] )−
(1 − C[FMTTC (0), FPSD (0), FDRAC (8.5), FΔv (16) ] )
=
1 − C[FMTTC (0), FPSD (0), FDRAC (8.5) ]

Similarly, Conditional Probability of Non-Severe Crashes:
Pr{Non − severe|Crash} = Pr{Δv*’ |Crash} =

Pr{Δv*’ ∩ (MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* ) }
Pr{MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* }

From algebraic properties of probabilities
Pr{Δv* ∩ (MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* ) } Pr{Δv* ∩ (MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* ) }
+
Pr{MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* }
Pr{MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* }
’

Pr{Δv* |Crash} + Pr{Δv* |Crash} = 1∴
’

= 1or, Pr{Δv* ∩ (MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* ) } + Pr{Δv* ∩ (MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* ) }
’

= Pr{MTTC* ∪ PSD* ∪ DRAC* }
or,

Pr{SevereCrash} + Pr{Non − severeCrash} = Pr{Crash}
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Therefore, the unconditional probability for severe crashes can be defined as
Pr{SevereCrash} =

(1 − FΔv (16) ) + (1 − C[FMTTC (0), FPSD (0), FDRAC (8.5) ] )−
(1 − C[FMTTC (0), FPSD (0), FDRAC (8.5), FΔv (16) ] )

The formulas for all the other cases are given below:
Bivariate case (SΔx,v):
Sx,Δv = Pr{Δv* |x* }
∴SMTTC,Δv = Pr{Δv* ∩ MTTC* } = FΔv + FMTTC − FMTTC,Δv
SPSD,Δv = Pr{Δv* ∩ PSD* } = FΔv + FPSD − FPSD,Δv
SDRAC,Δv = Pr{Δv* ∩ DRAC* } = FΔv + FDRAC − FDRAC,Δv
Trivariate case (Sx,y,Δv):
Sx,y,Δv = Pr{Δv* |x* , y* }
∴SMTTC,PSD,Δv = Pr{Δv* ∩ (MTTC* ∪ PSD* ) } = FΔv + FMTTC,PSD − FMTTC,PSD,Δv
SMTTC,DRAC,Δv = Pr{Δv* ∩ (MTTC* ∪ DRAC* ) } = FΔv + FMTTC,DRAC − FMTTC,DRAC,Δv
SDRAC,PSD,Δv = Pr{Δv* ∩ (DRAC* ∪ PSD* ) } = FΔv + FDRAC,PSD − FDRAC,PSD,Δv
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